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Abstract—Redundancy of data persistence in Data Ware-
houses is mostly justified with better performance when accessing
data for analysis. However, there are other reasons to store
data redundantly, which are often not recognized when design-
ing data warehouses. Especially in Business Data Warehouses,
data management via multiple persistence levels is necessary to
condition the huge amount of data into an adequate format
for its final usage. Redundant data allocates additional disk
space and requires time-consuming processing and huge effort
for complex maintenance. That means in reverse: avoiding data
persistence leads to less effort. The question arises: What data
for what purposes do really need to be stored? In this paper, we
discuss decision support and evaluation approaches beyond cost-
based comparisons. We use a compendium of purposes for data
persistence. We define a model that includes objective indicators
and subjective user preferences for decision making on data
persistence in Business Data Warehouses.

We develop an indicator system that enables the measurement
of technical as well as business-related facts. With multi-criteria
decision methodology, we present a framework to objectively
compare different alternatives for data persistence. Finally, we
apply our developed method to a real world Business Data
Warehouse and show applicability and integration of our model
in an existing system.

I. INTRODUCTION

Data Warehouses (DW), especially Business Data Ware-
houses (BDW), are often characterized by enormous data vol-
umes [1]. When designing and operating a BDW, there are high
requirements regarding data provision, such as performance,
granularity, flexibility, and timeliness.

Besides, restrictions call for additional, redundant data.
For example, materialized views and summarization levels are
commonly used for enhancing speed of data access.

Performance is still the main reason for storing data re-
dundantly, but there are several other reasons which lead to
additional data persistence, as for instance design decisions,
usability, or security. Such reasons are often underestimated
or even not considered, but frequently motivating data storage.
Yet, additional storage always requires a huge effort to guar-
antee consistency and limits prompt data availability. Latest
technology, based on in-memory databases (IMDB), improves

response times for data access and implies to enable non-
redundant data access without any loss of performance [2].
Assuming that performance of data access - as the main reason
for storing data redundantly - is less important in IMDB, the
question arises, which data persistence is still necessary in
BDW? As less persistent data means less effort, the necessity
of persistence has to be questioned. In order to identify
such necessities, we present a compendium of purposes for
data persistence and use it as a basis for decision-making
whether to store data or not. Moreover, demands on BDW are
changing and evolving continuously. So, the need for existing
persistent data has to be questioned occasionally. With this
background, we discuss decision support approaches to define
which data are needed persistently. Our approach goes beyond
cost-based comparisons and also includes user preferences by
using methods of multi-criteria decision analysis [3]. Note,
such considerations are valid for BDW based on relational
databases, too; however, the lower performance of the database
motivates additional data storage anyway.

In this paper, we extend our work in [4] and present a for-
mal methodology for evaluating persistence in BDW. With the
help of a formalization of measuring and evaluation technical
and business-driven indicators as well as user preferences in
a holistic comparison, we decide for data persistence in an
objective way. Our findings are presented with an artificial
example that shows the general applicability of our approach.
Furthermore, we evaluate our approach with a real-world case
study, which is adapted to the systems specifics and therefore,
this evaluation additionally shows applicability to for another
scenario.

This paper is organized as follows: In Section II, we
briefly introduce BDW specialties and the layered architecture.
This section is based on our findings in [5] and are used
as background for the domain of our decision model. In
Section III, we present a compendium of reasons for data
persistence in BDW and we define a process for decision
support of data persistence. Both sections build the basis for
our formal extension from [4] and [5] that we present in this
paper. In Section IV, we define a ratio system as a basis
for decision-making, enhance it with means of multi-criteria
decision analysis (MCDA) methods and present an approach
for an evaluation model for data persistence. In Section V, we
show and discuss evaluation results of our persistence model
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with the help of a real-world case study. Section VI gives an
overview on related work. Finally, Section VII concludes our
paper with an outlook on future work.

II. BUSINESS DATA WAREHOUSES

In this section, we briefly introduce characteristics of a
BDW. Additionally, we present a layered architecture for BDW
and classify the layers to the DW reference architecture.

A. Characteristics of a BDW

A BDW [6] is a DW to support decisions concerning the
business on all organizational levels. It covers all business
areas, such as logistics, finance, and controlling. Moreover,
it is an important basis for applications, such as business
intelligence, planning, and customer relationship management.
A BDW collects and distributes huge amounts of data from a
multitude of heterogeneous source systems. As it provides a
single version of truth for all companys data, there must be a
common view on centralized, accurate, harmonized, consistent,
and integrated data at a given point in time. The range of use
is often world-wide. So, data from different time-zones have
to be integrated. Frequently, 24x7-hours data availability has
to be guaranteed, facing the problem of loading and querying
at the same time. In addition, there are high requirements on
BDW data: ad-hoc access, near real-time availability, high data
quality, and the need for very detailed and granular data with
a long time horizon. Moreover, new or changing requirements
of BDW users have to be flexibly and promptly satisfied.

B. A Layered Architecture for BDW

Persistence in DW is closely connected to the architecture.
That means, the decision to store data comes along with the
datas format and the area or layer, where data are stored.
Excluding data sources, the common reference architectures
(e.g., [7], [8]) define three main areas, representing three
aspects of data handling: data acquisition in the staging area,
data processing in the basis database, and data provision in the
data marts. Within this rather rough model, persistence on each
level is implicit [9]. Another classification for data warehouse
architectures is given in [10]. A decision on the architecture
is presented by the authors from an organizational view. We
restrict ourselves to the question of data persistence, which is
applicable to all architectures in different ways.

Regarding BDW, a layered architecture, as introduced
by [11], refines the three areas approach (see. Fig. 1). Herein,
layers become more detailed and dedicated. Each of the five
layers represents an area for increasing the datas value with
respect to the usage. That means, for instance, that a data set
does not have to be lifted to the highest level of data marts
(and stored there), if it is already usable (e.g., for reporting)
on a lower level. Yet, a layer does not imply data storage by
definition. One has to consider the data format and where to
store data. Though, persistence has to be decided prior based
on purposes for data needs. We briefly describe the individual
areas of a layered architecture in the following.

The Data Acquisition Layer represents the extraction
phase, the “inbox” of the warehouse, where incoming data
are accepted usually without modification. In the Quality
& Harmonization Layer, data are integrated technically and
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Fig. 1. Common DW-Architecture and Layered Architecture for BDW

semantically, including de-duplication, aspects of information
integration and so on; that is, transformation within “con-
ventional” ETL process. At the Data Propagation Layer,
the companys data are kept as a single version of truth of
harmonized and integrated data, without any business logic;
therefore, it defines a common data basis for all applications.
In the Business Transformation Layer, data are transformed
due to business needs, which can be dependent on different
department requirements; for instance, order and invoice data
are combined for computing open orders information. At the
Reporting & Analysis Layer, data are transformed mainly
according to requirements of usage (e.g., computing rolling
periods values) and to enable fast access to the data. Within
the Operational Data Provider, data are simply transformed for
specific business cases (e.g., near real-time reporting).

Although the boundaries are shifting, a rough classification
of these layers to the three warehouses aspects of data handling
can be done: Data acquisition is covered within the Data
Acquisition and the Quality & Harmonization Layer, data pro-
cessing in the Data Propagation and Business Transformation
Layer, and data provision in the Reporting & Analysis Layer.
We give a more detailed description of a layered architecture
and its comparison to reference architectures in [5].

III. REASONS FOR DATA PERSISTENCE

Besides operating a BDW in a given architectural layout,
we define reasons for data persistence in this section. Further-
more, we present a classification schema and depict a step-by-
step model for BDW persistence.

Mainly there are two reasons for persistence in DW: storage
of transformed data in the basis database and storage of
redundant, aggregated data in the data mart layer. However,
there is a broad range of further reasons for storing data in a
DW system [12]. They can be based on technical conditions,
companies terms of governance, legal restrictions. Moreover,
the ease of data maintenance is another purpose as well as
simply subjective needs for safety or security.

A. Data Persistence in BDW

In the following, we present reasons for data persistence;
see [12] for a detailed description with examples. For struc-
turing purposes, we arrange these reasons into the following
five areas, namely data acquisition, data modification, data
management, data availability, and laws and provisions.
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1) Data acquisition: source system decoupling, data avail-
ability, extensive data recreation, data lineage

2) Data modification: changing transformation rules, ad-
dicted transformations, complex data transformation,
complex different data representation

3) Data management: constant data basis, en-bloc data sup-
ply, complex authorization, single version of truth (SVoT),
corporate data memory (CDM)

4) Data availability: information warranty, data access per-
formance

5) Laws and provisions: corporate governance, laws and
provisions

The operation of productive DW necessarily means poten-
tial for conflicts which arises from requirements of data usage
as well as time and effort to create necessary prerequisites.
Persistence often means redundant data, because source and
transformed target data sets are stored at the same time. As
transformations are usually not unique, keeping only the target
data means a loss of information. Such redundancy leads to
huge additional effort. Firstly, it concerns hardware aspects
such as additionally allocated disk space. Even more important,
it impacts the period of time that is required for data processing
in the BDW, which includes creation and maintenance of
consistent data sets. Another important aspect is the additional
amount of work that is necessary by the responsible DW and
database administrators.

B. Mandatory vs. Essential Persistence

A decision for persisting data cannot just be made cost-
based, for instance by comparing disk space and updating cost
versus gain in performance. One has to take the purpose of the
data storage into account, to define whether it is helpful, rather
essential, or even mandatory. In order to identify the necessity
of persistence, we classify such reasons into two groups:
mandatory and essential persistence. Mandatory persistence
applies to data that have to be stored according to laws and
regulations of corporate governance. It also holds for data that
cannot be replaced because they are not available any longer or
cannot be reproduced due to changes of transformation rules.
Lastly, data that are required for other data transformations
must be stored if simultaneous availability is not ensured.
Essential persistence can be additionally classified into certain
categories. Firstly, data that are available or reproducible in
principle, however, the effort for reproducing is quite high.
Another group is data which are stored to simplify the main-
tenance or operation of the DW or related applications. A
third group of data is persistent due to the DW conceptual
design: SVoT and CDM; cf. [12]. Fourthly, responsibility
for guaranteeing information leads to data storage for safety
reasons. Finally, data are redundantly stored for performance
purposes – often the largest volume. For a complete grouping
of persistence purposes by necessities, we refer to [12]. Table I.
In this table, we also name the corresponding groups as
categories for essential persistence. Column “Area” shows the
relevant area mentioned above. Column “Step” as sort key
represents the process step number we present in Fig. 2 and
describe in the following.

TABLE I. PERSISTENCE PURPOSES, GROUPED BY NECESSITIES

Area Purpose Necessity Category Step

2 Addicted transformation Mandatory - 1

5 Corporate governance Mandatory - 1

5 Laws and provision Mandatory - 1

1 Data availability Mandatory - 2

2 Changing transformation rules Mandatory - 3

3 Single version of truth Essential Design 4

3 Corporate data memory Essential Design 4

1 Source system decoupling Essential Recreation 5

1 Extensive data recreation Essential Recreation 5

1 Data lineage Essential Simplification 6

2 Complex, different data Essential Simplification 6

3 Constant data basis Essential Simplification 6

3 En-bloc data supply Essential Simplification 6

3 Complex authorization Essential Simplification 6

4 Information warranty Essential Safety 6

2 Complex data transformation Essential Performance 7

4 Data access performance Essential Performance 7

C. Decision for Data Persistence

Although the question which data to store is valid for
BDW based on any database, it becomes urgent with more
powerful systems. The approach of column-oriented databases
(cf. [13], [14]), came into special focus in the DW community
(e.g., [15], [16]), because of the advantages regarding data
compression and read access [17]. Today, there are commer-
cially offered IMDB, which are used for DW applications
(e.g., [18], [19]). These changes within technology lead to
the question, in which degree persistence in IMDB-based
DW is required or necessary. [20] and [21] suggests to store
no data additional to the source data and to compute any
data on-the-fly. Here, all data come into focus, which are
not stored mandatory. Especially, this concerns data that have
been additionally stored for enhancing access performance or
due to complex transformations. That does not mean that all
additional persistence is obsolete due to processing speed in
such systems – as to en-bloc data supply or the creation of a
constant data basis for planning, it will be even more valid.

A decision to store data must take into consideration
the reason for persistence and its necessity. For instance, a
regulation drives into persistence; basically, this applies for
all mandatory stored data. The decision is more difficult for
essentially stored data, as the reason cannot be quantified
clearly. This is valid for categories recreation, simplification,
safety, and performance. Solely design reasons are identifiers
for data storage. Fig. 2 shows a decision flow for persistence
of any data. It is simplified, because rather fuzzy terms, such
as “complex” and “frequently”, have to be specified dependent
on the domain and application scenario. The first three steps
deal with mandatory stored data. For essentially stored data
except “design”, decision indicators are much diversified.

Persistent data in BDW systems require effort for main-
tenance among others. In order to avoid dispensable data
persistence, the need for such persistence has to be defined
by the purpose of the data. Therefore, we classify reasons for
persistence in such systems. Based on this, we come up to
decide whether to store data or not. For mandatory stored data,
this decision is clear. However, the need for essentially stored
data is more difficult to decide and goes beyond pure cost-
based comparisons of system data. We present an approach
that combines system data with user workload. Preferences of
decision-makers are also considered by including methods of
MCDA to be able to support decision-making. Our approach
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Fig. 2. Decision Process for Persistence

particularly addresses IMDB in BDW systems.

In this paper, we extend and formalize our decision model
to evaluate different data cubes, data marts, or other persis-
tence, including the definition of a proper set of formulas.
We also include report variants that cannot be operated by
a cube due to missing elements (cf. Section IV). Moreover,
we perform extensive tests, including real-life data. Although
we focus on formalization within steps 5-7 in our model (see
Fig. 2) in more detail in Section IV, we briefly discuss the
decision steps 1-4 in the following.

The first three steps deal with mandatory data, which are
not under consideration as they must be stored. For essentially
data, the answer whether to store is much diversified. When
the BDW design includes a corporate data memory, these data
have to be stored. In case the reproduction or provision of
data is complex (in time and/or resources), factors such as
data volume, frequency of data access and data changes, or the
speed of data provision have to be taken into account. Besides,
the basis for decisions change and data persistence has often
more than one reason. For example, as the connection to one
source system is excellent, data would not be stored solely
due to source system decoupling. Yet, as the transformation is
partly complex, data are stored anyhow.

IV. DECISION MAKING FOR DATA PERSISTENCE

As already mentioned, factors used as decision indicators
for essentially stored data are diverse. Storing data redundantly
in so-called aggregates or materialized views is not new and
by now quite common for enhancing the speed of data access

R

A

C

CA
AR

CR

Fig. 3. Data Flow Example

(e.g., [22], [23], [24], [25], [26]). Therefore, we pick the
category “Performance” to discuss this topic in more detail.
In this context, we define performance as the speed of data
provision. Fig. 3 shows a simple data flow that we use to
illustrate the factors used in our ratio system. As such factors
are determinable and measurable we denote them as key
indicators. Data cube C is filled with new data on a regular
basis. This cube is data source for an aggregate cube A (data
flow CA); all elements (i.e., dimensions and measures) of A

are elements of C , and C is a proper subset of A : C ⊂ A.
Report R can therefore be built from data cube C (data flow
CR) or from aggregate cube A (data flow AR).

A. Ratio System for Decision Making

The basic question for category “Performance” is: Shall
data be stored redundantly to enable higher access performance
or shall they be re-created from detailed data when needed?
In Fig. 2, it is shown as “Is data provision complex?”. Here,
“complex” goes beyond a cost-based comparison of disk space
usage or updating costs versus gain in performance. In order
to quantify “complex”, We define an estimation model that
consists of four areas, namely data supply, data actualization,
data reorganization, and cost. Each of these areas has to be
measured in a certain period of time and is described by a set
of key indicators as we explain in the following.

We use a classification of our indicators into four classes:

• Data supply,
• Data actualization,
• Data reorganization, and
• Cost.

We identify these classes from our experience as the most
prominent ones. However, our model is not restricted to these
classes and can be adapted accordingly. Fig. 4 represents our
indicator system in a hierarchical description and we describe
this in more detail in the following.

Data supply contains time duration TS and frequency FS

of making data available, for instance when calling a report.
TS is further split into time of querying TQ(S) (i.e. to select
the data on the database), the time of transformation Tτ(S)

(i.e. to process the data on the application server), and OLAP
time TO(S) (i.e. to format the data for reporting). All times
and therefore TS are measured in time units, e.g., minutes or
seconds. Setting i as the number of calls in a certain period,
we define the total time of data supply for this period as:
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Data Supply =

Calls?

i=1

FSi
· TSi

=

Calls?

i=1

FSi
·
?
TQ(Si)

+ Tτ(Si)
+ TO(Si)

?
(1)

Data actualization contains time duration TA and fre-
quency FA of supplying a set of data with new data. TA is
further split into time of querying TQ(A) (i.e. to select the new
data on the database), the time of transformation Tτ(A) (i.e. to
process the new data on the application server) and updating
time TU(A) (i.e. to actualize the existing data set). All times
and therefore TA are measured again in time units. Setting j

as the number of loads with new data in a certain period, we
define the total time of data supply as:

Data Actualization =

Loads?

j=1

FAj
· TAj

=

Loads?

j=1

FAj
·

?
TQ(Aj)

+ Tτ(Aj)
+ TU(Aj)

?

(2)

Data reorganization contains time duration TR and fre-
quency FR of reorganizing data. For simplification, we do not
divide TR into the single durations of each data set. Note,
for instance index selection in a DW is a time consuming
task including labor effort and creation of new index instances
with respect to data loads, cf. [27], [28]. TR is measured in
time units. Setting k as the number of reorganization runs in a
certain period, we define the total time of data reorganization
as:

Data Reorganization =

Runs?

k=1

FRk
· TRk

(3)

Cost are mainly labor cost CP and accumulate for all
manpower necessary to operate a DW (e.g., DW modeler
or database administrator). These cost can be divided for
modeling work CMo (e.g., re-modeling a data cube), for

maintenance work CMa (e.g., control loading jobs and re-start
failed ones), and for quality assurance work CQA (e.g., check
data consistency). Moreover, one can also take technical cost
into account, which means cost for hardware and electricity.
All costs are measured in terms of money. For simplification,
we focus on labor cost and define the total cost in a certain
period as:

Cost = CP = CMo + CMa + CQA (4)

The first three areas contain key figures that can be de-
termined directly from the DW system; each of them can be
measured in time units. Cost are more complex to determine.
For instance, one has to take the required working time for the
particular person and the respective salary. As in our model,
technical cost are not included, we can simplify by measuring
cost in time units, too. Fig. 4 displays our hierarchical system.
An adequate period of time for validation is “month” as it
involves some advantages. Peaks that can occur on days or
weeks are avoided, and cost often are accounted monthly, and
quarter or year is too long-term.

Whereas the measurements and derived indicators can be
used separately for reasoning for data persistence, we depict
in the following section how to normalize all indicators, which
is a prerequisite for a fair comparison.

B. An Estimation System for Decision Making

The results of the formulas above are interpreted as “the
higher, the worse” – of course, a shorter run time is preferable
to a longer one. Yet, we want to make the results of our estima-
tion model more comprehensible and comparable. That means,
the results must be interpretable as “the higher, the better”.
Additionally, the results should be weighted for guaranteeing
a sound comparison. Therefore, we define a weighted ratio
W . Given a number of x data cubes, the weighted ratio W

regarding time (T) for any cube Γ is:

WT (Γ) =
(
?x

i=1
Ti)− TΓ

?x

i=1
Ti

(5)

Regarding cost (C), the weighted ratio is accordingly:

WC(Γ) =
(
?x

i=1
Ci)− CΓ

?x

i=1
Ci

(6)
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TABLE II. RUN TIMES AND FREQUENCIES OF REPORT CALLS

RV TS(A)(s) FS(d) TS(B)(s)

R1 2.5 20 0.5

R2 3 5 0.5

R3 4 10 1

R4 5 1 1.5

R5 7.5 3 ∞
?
T · S 110 24

Furthermore, we require that the sum of the weights for all
cubes is equal to 1. This enables a user-friendly interpretation
of the different alternatives outcomes.

C. An Example with Figures: Using Measures

For ease of understanding, we present a simplified example
with arbitrary defined indicators in the following. In practice,
these values are measured either directly in the database system
or with the help of data warehouse monitors. For more details,
we refer to Section V for SAP Hana as one example.

With regard to data supply, we define: Report R can be
called with several options (e.g., parameters) and therefore,
includes variants (RV): R1, R2, R3, R4, and R5. Per day,
those variants are called in a certain frequency FS ; dependent
of being built from cube A or B, the run time duration (in
seconds) is either TS(A) or TS(B). Here, we do not split this
time as detailed as in Equation 1, but simply use time duration
TS accordingly.

Table II shows exemplary figures. Note that value “∞” in
cell “R5/TS(B)” means that this variant cannot be operated by
cube B due to missing elements. Such products are not taken
into account for further computations.

According to Equation 5, the weighted ratios for the cubes
are: WS(A) = 0.1791 (i.e. (134 − 110)/134) and WS(B) =

0.8209 = (134− 24)/134.

We ignore time and frequency for data actualization for
cube A (i.e. TA(A) = FA(A) = 0) as it is required for cube B,
too. The actualization time for cube B, we set to TA(B) = 40s

with a frequency of FA(B) = 12 per day. Here too, we do not
split actualization time as detailed as in Equation 2 but simply
use time duration TA. According to Equation 5, the weighted
ratios for the cubes are: WA(A) = 1 = (480 − 0)/480 and
WA(B) = 0 = (480 − 480)/480. Again: Note that

?
WA =

WA(A) + WA(B) = 1.

Data reorganization occurs once a day for both cubes (i.e.
FR = 1); the particular times are: TR(A) = 10s and TR(B) =

100s.

According to Equation 5, the weighted ratios for the cubes
are: WR(A) = 0.90909 = (110 − 10)/110 and WR(B) =

0.09091 = (110− 100)/110. Again, note that
?

WR = 1.

TABLE III. COST RATIOS

CMa CMo CQA

Cube A 1 1 1

Cube B 4 3 5
?

5 4 6

W(A) 0.8 0.75 0.83333

W(B) 0.2 0.25 0.16667

#Cost 1 1 3

Regarding costs, we do not use absolute values, but define
ratios between costs for cubes C and A. Table III shows such

cost ratios for maintenance CMa, modeling CMo, and quality
assurance CQA, listed for cubes C and A in Rows 1 and 2.
Row 3 contains the respective sums, and Rows 4 and 5 the
weighted ratio according to Equation 6.

As we are dealing with different cost ratios (#Cost = 3), an
additional step is necessary to define a weighted sum W ∗

Cost

for all cost ratios:

W
∗

Cost =

?
WCost

#Cost
(7)

The sum of the single weighted ratios for cubes A and
B according to Equation 7 are: W ∗

Cost(A)
= 0.79449 =

2.38333/3 and W ∗

Cost(B)
= 0.20556 = 0.61667/3. Again:

Note that W ∗

Cost
= 1 for all cubes.

So, we are able to do an evaluation E of the cubes using
a simple average of all single results as follows:

E =

?

x
Wx

#Criteria
(8)

This leads to the following comparison of cube A and B:

E(A) = 0.72066 = (0.1791 + 1 + 0.90909 + 0.79449)/4

E(B) = 0.27934 = (0.8209 + 0 + 0.09091 + 0.20556)/4

These results are interpretable in such a manner, that cube
A is preferred to cube B; that means cube B is obsolete.
However, as the result is equally weighted, it does not reflect
possible preferences of users, administrators, or management.
For instance, a management directive can be to deliver fast
reports prior to any other parameter. Yet, such preferences
can be considered using methods of multi-criteria decision
analysis. We present this methodology in the following.

D. Multi-Criteria Decision Analysis

In this section, we briefly describe Multi-criteria decision
analysis (MCDA) as a tool to evaluate different scenarios as
well as different user preferences. We select MCDA due to the
fact that:

• it can be easily understood,
• it is easily applicable, and
• it can be reproduced.

MCDA, a sub-discipline of operations research, considers
multiple criteria in decision-making processes. MCDA “mod-
els do not try to compute an optimal solution, but they try to
determine via various ranking procedures either a ranking of
the relevant actions (. . .) that is optimal with respect to several
criteria, or they try to find the optimal actions amongst the
existing solutions (. . .) That is, given a set of alternatives and a
set of decision criteria, then what is the best alternative?” [29].
MCDA methods are used in various applications, see for
example [30], [31].

There is a plurality of different methods of MCDA, of
which the cost-utility analysis [32] and the “Analytic Hier-
archy Process” (AHP) [33] are commonly used. Both methods
measure intangibles, which directly addresses our domain. We
do not discuss differences, pros and cons of both methods in
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detail. However, as the utility analysis impresses by its ease
of use, the AHP is more precise by enabling to evaluate all
criteria against each other. In our example, we use a mixture
of both methods that combines ease of use with the possibility
to compare the criteria among each other.

E. An Example with Figures: including User Preferences

In our first example (see Fig. 3), we use a scale of nine
values for the paired comparison, see also [34]. The values
listed below represent the adjective that replaces “. . .” within
the following comparison: “Criterion 1 has . . . importance
compared to Criterion 2”:

• 1 = equal
• 3 = moderate
• 5 = strong
• 7 = very strong or demonstrated
• 9 = extreme

Interim values express nuances, reciprocals represent “in-
verted” preferences.

TABLE IV. CRITERIA VALIDATION/COMPARISON

DS DA DR Cost
?
c WFc

DS 1 6 7 5 19.000 0.44225

DA 1 / 6 1 7 1 / 6 8.333 0.19397

DR 1 / 7 1 / 7 1 1 / 7 1.429 0.03325

Cost 1 / 5 6 7 1 14.200 0.33053
??

c 42.962 1

Table IV shows the compared pairs of four criteria, namely
data supply (DS), data actualization (DA), data reorganization
(DR), and cost. That means, for instance: “Data supply has
very strong importance compared to data reorganization” (cell
“DS/DR = 7”); cell “DR/DS” represents the inverted prefer-
ence with 1/7. Moreover, column “W Fc” (weighted factor of
each criterion) is calculated by formula:

W Fc =

?

i
cij

?

j

?

i
cij

(9)

Finally, the weighted ratio for each area x (i.e. data supply,
data actualization, data reorganization, and cost; see Sec-
tion IV), has to be rated considering the expressed preferences
per criterion W Fc to get an extended evaluation Ex for each
cube:

Ex =

x?

i=1

Wi · W Fc (10)

This leads to: Ex(C) = 0.56599 and Ex(A) = 0.43401. Note,
these evaluations refer to each area, in our model to the four
areas data supply, data actualization, data reorganization, and
cost. Due to the fact that we do not restrict the model and
evaluation method to these four areas, this method can be
adapted or extended to further influences or decision criteria.

The figures show that although proportions have changed
compared to the ones of our simple example (0.72066 →

0.56599 and 0.27934 → 0.43401), the result remains the
same: Cube A is obsolete. However, it can change as soon
as preferences change. For instance, the speed of data supply
for reporting is defined as extremely important. That means:
“data supply has extreme importance compared to all other
criteria” (values in cells “DS/DA”, “DS/DR”, and “DS/Cost”

= 9; inverse values respectively 1/9). As a result, ratios for
cubes C and A change to 0.49769 and 0.50231, so that cube
A is necessary to fulfill the preference of fast reporting.

Within this section, we present a formal decision model
using MCDA including measurements directly accessible from
a DW system, business-related indicators for including man-
agement level decisions, and user preferences, to address
specific requirements on an objective basis. In the next section,
we show how we achieve applicability of our model in a real-
world example.

V. EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate our decision model including
user preferences with a real world example. Due to space
limitations, we focus on an excerpt of the DW. For more
details see also [35]. Firstly, we present our example and show
afterward a decision for persistence of materialized cubes. In
this section, we show the practical feasibility of our proposed
method and at the same time we show that our decision model
is easily integrated in a daily used system.

A. Description of the Example

Within this case study, we demonstrate the applicability of
our decision model and show which details are required for a
sound evaluation.

We use an example from a real world application in the
domain of sales and distribution. We only describe an excerpt
of the DW. However, the addressed issues are completely
covered within our example. Note, for simplicity we restrict
the decision domain to three alternatives, which is without loss
of generality. In our case study, we also focus on processing
steps that occur repetitive and finally, we decide which data
persistence is applied on the defined structures.

In our example, we use factual data as decision basis.
Note, this restriction is not necessary for our model and it
can also be used for raw data, which means an inclusion
of all ETL processes, or aggregated cubes or in other words
materialized view data. In practice, a restriction of reports that
are important and critical is often applied to master the decision
on persistence. For this purpose, a grouping of similar reports
can be done. This enables at the same time a more balanced
system, due to a more robust measurement basis. We also use
such a selection in our case study. Finally, we restrict the
decision makers, who are involved in the process to two to
three persons. This is quite common in practice, because only
key-user and DW administrator are involved in the decision
on persistence [35].

We perform our case study in a DW that is implemented in
SAP NetWeaver Business Warehouse (SAP BW). We measure
the technical evaluation numbers as real data directly from
the system. That means, we use actual determined run time
measurements instead of acceptable numbers by the DW
users. Note, for these measurements exist no standardized tests
or evaluation benchmarks such as [36]. Therefore, our data
represent measurements from a daily in use data warehouse.
So, our data are only applicable within this case study and we
cannot judge on the corresponding data warehouse system.
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Fig. 5. Data Flow in the Case Study Example

In the following, we briefly describe the system terms
and explain particular possibilities to obtain the technical
measurements for our proposed areas data supply, data ac-
tualization, data reorganization, and cost. We refer for further
detailed information regarding our used system to the SAP
help portal [37].

The SAP BW statistics [38] include information regarding
statistics on data loads and data status as well as statistics
regarding query execution times. Note, measurements related
to run time, data propagation, and data processing are stored
within the system in principle.

A detailed description of available business warehouse
statistics and information on technical content are available
at [38]. In the following, we define the statistical data that we
use for the multiprovider in our case study. For the data flow
within our example please also see details in Fig. 5.

In the remainder of this paper, we use the term information
provider for operational data stores (DSO), information cubes
(IC), and multiprovider. Information cubes can be interpreted
as data marts in a common DW architecture.

The multiprovider ZTW MC0 provides aggregated data of
frontend and query run time statistics. These data cover the
area data supply with details on duration and frequency on
data allocation.

Our case study is realized in SAP NetWeaver Business
Warehouse, Release 7.40, with SAP HANA (HDB, Release
1.0) as database management system. Within the domain
of our case study, we use order and account data that are
extracted, transformed, and loaded into the DW at a scheduled
time basis. Fig. 5 shows all warehouse objects including
the data flow between the objects. All incoming data (after
the ETL processes that extract the data from operational
systems) are directly stored persistently in the order data
store (ZTW DSO1) and the invoice data store (ZTW DSO2).
Both data stores provide data that have to be transformed for
Infocube 1 (ZTW IC1). After another transformation, data are
stored persistently in Infocube 2 (ZTW IC2). Data in the data
stores are homogenized, integrated, and adjusted in such a way
that transformations regarding both infocubes do not change

these data.

We define the transformations as follows:

• τD1: input data → ZTW DSO1
• τD2: input data → ZTW DSO2
• τ1I1: ZTW DSO1 → ZTW IC1
• τ2I1: ZTW DSO2 → ZTW IC1
• τI2: ZTW IC1 → ZTW IC2

Data actualization, which means data supply for all infor-
mation providers respecting new entries is performed every
two hours. Data reorganization is applied on a weekly basis.
We do not include the initial loading of data into our case
study. All information provider are directly connected to the
multiprovider ZTW MC0. This multiprovider generates all
reports and enables further data analytics for our case study.
However, these results are not persistently stored. We consider
a group of reports r in our case study that consists of six
reports ri ∈ R i = {1, . . . , 6}. All reports ri can be
generated regarding the corresponding information provider
ZTW DSO1, ZTW DSO2, ZTW IC1, and ZTW IC2.

We define the processing model within the business ware-
house as follows: data supply (A) starts every uneven hour
(starting at 1am), reports (B) are invoked in the business hours
(from 8:00 to 18:00) and data reorganization (R) is scheduled
to the weekend. The weekly sequence of processes is defined
by:

5·[4·A−2·B−A−4·B−A−4·B−A−4·B−A−4·B−A−2·B−3·A]−R.

The initial data assets for input data consist of 1.2 million
data tuples for order and invoice data. These data are stored
within the information providers. We assume that about 10.000
tuples are added on a weekly basis. The data detail level in
both operational data stores are bills and receipts and position
respectively. These data are stored in Infocube 1 without loss of
information, i.e., ZTW IC1 contains the same characteristics
and indicators as both operational data stores. However, the last
transformation to Infocube 2 reduces the information, which
means that ZTW IC2 does not contain all facts compared to
both sources.

Table V gives an overview on all info objects (“X”) that
are stored in the corresponding information provider. Note,
we also classify this information with respect to measurement
(Type M) or fact (Type F).

B. Measuring Required Decision Indicators

In this section, we present the different steps toward a
decision on persistence by using our model. We investigate the
question of an efficient data distribution scheme. Therefore, we
decide whether or not both infocubes are required. This leads
to the following three alternatives respecting the processing
model described before:

• I: τD1/τD2+ZTW D1/ZTW D2 → τ1I1/τ2I1+ZTWIC1 → τI2+

ZTW IC2 → τR + R

• II: τD1/τD2 + ZTW D1/ZTW D2 → τ1I1/τ2I1 + ZTWIC1 →

τR + R

• III: τD1/τD2 + ZTW D1/ZTW D2 → τR + R

Data supply: For evaluation of the data supply, we consider
the execution times of six different report ri that are daily
invoked about 20 to 40 times within a five-day-week. For our
comparison of the three different alternatives, we triplicate
these reports and name them at the end with respect to
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TABLE V. INFORMATION OBJECTS IN THE INFORMATION PROVIDER

InfoObject Type DSO1 DSO2 IC1 IC2

Order reason M X X

Order no. M X X

Account no. M X X

Calendar day M X X X X

Calendar year / month M X X X X

Classification of customer M X X X X

Customer no. M X X X X

Region ID M X X X X

Material type M X X X X

Material group M X X X X

Material no. M X X X X

Quantity unit M X X X X

Employee no. M X X X X

Position no. M X X X

Product hierarchy M X X X X

Category M X X X X

City M X X X X

Sales organization M X X X X

Distribution channel M X X X X

Currency key M X X X X

Number of line items F X X X X

Order quantity F X X X

Order value F X X X

Account quantity F X X X

Account value F X X X

VAT F X X X

VAT (in %) F X X X

Open order quantity F X X X

Open order value F X X X

Returns F X X X

Value of returns F X X X

Unit price F X X X X

their alternative (I: ZTW DSO1 + ZTW DSO2, II: ZTW IC1,
III: ZTW IC2). The initial detail level of report information
besides measures and facts from Table V include the following
facts:

• ZTW Q01I/II/III: Sales organization - distribution channel - Category - Customer

no. - Material no. - Calendar year / month

• ZTW Q02I/II/III: Sales organization - distribution channel - Category - Employee

no. - Calendar year / month

• ZTW Q03I/II/III: Sales organization - City - Classification of customer - Customer

no. - Calendar year / month

• ZTW Q04I/II/III: Sales organization - Product hierarchy - Material group -

Material type - Material no. - Calendar year / month

• ZTW Q05I/II/III: City - Classification of customer - Customer no. - Calendar day

• ZTW Q06I/II/III: Product hierarchy - Material group - Material type - Material

no. - Calendar day

We use the multiprovider for data provision of these
reports. The defined analysis determines all required eval-
uation indicators (average response times and frequencies).
Additionally, this is done for every alternative and report.
We use the multiprovider 0TCT MC01 for data provision of
these reports. The defined analysis determines all required
evaluation indicators (average response times and frequencies).
Additionally, this is done for every alternative and report,
compare Table VI.

Data actualization: Every two hours, new operational data
are loaded into the BDW according to the data flow in Fig. 5.
This means that data actualization takes place twelve times
every day. In our evaluation, all data transfer processes (τ )
from source objects to targets information objects are included.
For both operational data stores, we also include data activation
time for integrating new data into the stores, see for more
details [39], [37]. We consider the complete duration from
input data to the last stage of persistence. For simplicity, we
do not consider parallel execution. For all alternatives we have
to evaluate the following processes:

• I: data transfer: τD1, τD2, τ1I1, τ2I1, τI2

data activation: ZTW DSO1, ZTW DSO2
• II: data transfer: τD1, τD2, τ1I1, τ2I1

data activation: ZTW DSO1, ZTW DSO2
• III: data transfer: τD1, τD2

data activation: ZTW DSO1, ZTW DSO2

We use again the multiprovider for reporting the measure-
ments. All indicators are grouped by information provider and
processes and given in Table VII.

Data reorganization: The complete database is reorganized
once a week. For the operational data stores this includes dele-
tion from so-called change logs (CL) and for both infocubes
data compression. For details see again [37]. We consider for
data reorganization the following processes:

• I: CL deletion: ZT W DSO1, ZT W DSO2 compres-
sion: ZT W IC1, ZT W IC2

• I: CL deletion: ZT W DSO1, ZT W DSO2 compres-
sion: ZT W IC1

• I: CL deletion: ZT W DSO1, ZT W DSO2

TABLE VII. DATA ACTUALIZATION AND REORGANIZATION

Process Average Fre- Overall

type time (s) quency time (s)

Data actualization

DSOs Data transfer 7.972 120 956.633

Data activation 2.701 120 324.116

Overall 5.336 240 1280.749

IC1 Data transfer 7.981 120 957.727

IC2 Data transfer 7.199 60 431.916

Data reorganization

DSOs CL deletion 22.082 1 22.082

IC1 Compression 26.717 1 26.717

IC2 Compression 24.138 1 24.138

Our data on the measurements is again evaluated within
the multiprovider and we present the results in Table VII.
Cost: Cost is generated by work on the objects in the al-
ternatives. This includes work on information providers as
well as transformations and further processes. Note, cost cover
all operations in Alternative I and therefore, operational data
stores as well as both infocubes have to be considered.

For our three alternatives, this leads to:

• I:
τD1

τD2
+

ZTW DSO1

ZTW DSO2
→

τ1I1

τ2I1
+ ZTW IC1 → τI2 + ZTW IC2

• II:
τD1

τD2
+

ZTW DSO1

ZTW DSO2
→

τ1I1

τ2I1
+ ZTW IC1

• III:
τD1

τD2
+

ZTW DSO1

ZTW DSO2

The determination and assignment for all accrued expenses
is quite complicate and can only be estimated in some ways.
We determined the working cost at a time base. Our application
is extended by one object, that depends on all other objects
and therefore all data must be reloaded. Modeling time is 63
minutes, which we distribute equally on all involved seven
objects. For our three alternatives, we assign the relevant cost
per object, i.e., I: 63 minutes, II: 49 minutes, and III: 28
minutes. We assume that such a modeling is required twice
a year in practice.

Maintenance requires 10 minutes for checking activities
and restart of two aborted loading processes every week. Due
to the fact that all alternatives are affected, we assign these cost
to all alternatives. The cost for quality assurance is originated
from data monitoring that is directly performed after the model
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TABLE VI. MEASUREMENTS FOR DATA SUPPLY

Report Average response Frequency Overall Time Data Time Time

time (s) time (s) Manager (s) OLAP (s) Frontend (s)

Data Supply DSOs ZTW Q01A 4.780 100 478.077 26.504 447.678 3.893

ZTW Q02A 2.887 100 288.668 17.088 268.557 3.024

ZTW Q03A 2.812 100 281.231 19.236 258.701 3.293

ZTW Q04A 4.020 100 402.016 19.612 378.97 3.436

ZTW Q05A 1.794 200 358.738 18.439 333.891 6.418

ZTW Q06A 2.614 200 522.850 18.157 498.225 6.464

Overall 2.915 800 2,331.58 119.036 2,186.022 26.528

Data Supply IC1 ZTW Q01B 4.289 100 428.905 3.222 421.953 3.716

ZTW Q02B 2.638 100 263.829 3.089 257.778 2.959

ZTW Q03B 2.491 100 249.084 3.117 242.799 3.167

ZTW Q04B 3.697 100 369.728 3.196 363.104 3.430

ZTW Q05B 1.627 200 325.352 3.560 315.897 5.896

ZTW Q06B 2.431 200 486.171 2.995 477.012 6.153

Overall 2.654 800 2,123.069 19.179 2,078.543 25.321

Data Supply IC2 ZTW Q01C 4.248 100 424.771 3.147 417.939 3.681

ZTW Q02C 2.636 100 263.619 2.994 257.709 2.919

ZTW Q03C 2.465 100 246.497 3.076 240.245 3.172

ZTW Q04C 3.721 100 372.125 3.189 365.511 3.428

ZTW Q05C 1.620 200 324.063 4.131 314.060 5.867

ZTW Q06C 2.437 200 487.301 2.878 478.217 6.197

Overall 2.648 800 2,118.376 19.415 2,073.681 25.264

TABLE VIII. EVALUATION INDICATORS FOR COST

Cost type I II III

Modeling 2.42 1.88 1.08

Maintenance 10 10 10

Quality Assurance 2.31 1.73 1.15
?

14.73 13.61 12.23

change. For each object this took approximately 15 minutes,
which results in I: 60 minutes, II: 45 minutes, III: 30 minutes.
Again, this effort has to be taken twice a year. As period under
consideration we use a week and give our estimates in minutes
per alternative. We present our estimation results in Table VIII.

C. Applying our MCDA-Decision Approach

For evaluation of the above described measurements we use
our model from Section IV. We compute the values according
to Equations 1 to 10. We present the results in Table IX.

TABLE IX. UTILITY VALUES FOR ALTERNATIVES I, II, III

Alternative

Class I II III

Data Supply Overall in s 2118,380 2123,070 2331,580

Weighted utility 0,344 0,343 0,313

Data Overall in s 2670,420 2238,480 1280,760

actualization Weighted utility 0,234 0,279 0,487

Data Overall in s 72,937 48,799 22,082

reorganization Weighted utility 0,172 0,258 0,570

Cost Overall in min per week 14,731 13,615 12,231

Weighted utility 0,304 0,329 0,366

The decision maker E1 prefers a fast data supply and low
cost at second place. We make a pairwise comparison between
all four classes, where 9 is highest preference and 1 / 9 is
lowest, 1 means equal. Note, for a sound comparison only one
way comparisons are required, the other value is reciprocal.
We present the preferences in Table X.

TABLE X. PREFERENCES OF DECISION MAKER E1

Data Data Data Cost

supply actualization reorganization

Data supply 1 7 9 5

Data actualization 1 / 7 1 1 1 / 5

Data reorganization 1 / 9 1 1 1 / 7

Cost 1 / 5 5 7 1

With the given preferences, we apply the MCDA approach
for determining the corresponding weights for each class.
This leads to the following intermediate results:

wData Supply = 0.65, wData Actualization = 0.06

wData Reorganization = 0.05, wCost = 0.24.

Applying Equation 10, the ranking of all alternatives for
decision maker E1 is derived as III ? II ? I . This
means that including all indicators and user preferences of E1,
Alternative III is preferred and both information cubes 1 and
2 should be omitted.

D. Discussion

With our proposed decision methodology it is possible
to decide which materialization objects should be considered
in a BDW. Due to the fact that our approach enables an
objective quantification of the technical and administrative
indicators, we provide a sound decision basis for persistence
even in the context of in-memory databases. Furthermore, it
is also possible to include user preferences that weight the
different classes in such a way that either one decision maker
or even a group of decision makers identify the best solution
of persistence level within the business data warehouse.

Because our measurements are already normalized, we can
give a decision support without user preferences. This leads to
a ranking of alternatives as: III ? II ? I with values for
utility function:

U(I) ≈ 0.26, U (II) ≈ 0.30, U (III) ≈ 0.43.

Including the preferences of decision maker E1 changes
the values of the utility function to U(I) ≈ 0.32, U (II) ≈

0.33, U (III) ≈ 0.35. However, the ranking of alternatives
is the same as before. Note, the differences in the utilities
converges by including the specific preferences. Due to this
convergence, it is advisable to reconsider the preferences and
apply a sensitivity analysis to identify a possible change in the
ranking.
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VI. RELATED WORK

Persistence of redundant data in DW systems is closely
related to materialized views and their incremental mainte-
nance, in conjunction with incremental loading of DW. In
the selection of materialized views, all data assets should
be included that require a long processing time or that are
used frequently [40]. Within the DW, a consideration of the
underlying data cube lattice is quite important. Dependencies
and sparsely populated data areas can be efficiently included
in these considerations and optimize the DW design in im-
portant facets. In literature, there are several works discussing
choice and actualization of materialized views. The proposed
algorithms use only cost-based approaches to identify which
materialized views are optimal [41]. Query response times of
optimal views are combined with the utility value, whereas
Gupta [42] requires for a monotone utility function, see
also [43].

In the domain of static models a monotone utility function
is used and cost of actualization is disregarded. Shukla et
al. [44] define a “benefit per unit space” and use it as
optimization criterion. Due to np complexity of the search
for an optimum, a Greedy approach is required [45]. Shukla et
al. [46] enhance this approach to multi-cube models. Including
actualization cost into the utility function results in a non-
monotone function. Therefore, static models that consider only
cost lead to suboptimal solutions. Gupta and Mumick [47]
examine a comprehensive set of nodes and deconstruct the
data cube lattice. Further works in this area regard actualization
cost, too, for instance [48], [49], [50].

In the domain of dynamic models, a selection of summation
data is the subjective. These models include also changes
in the data consumptions (or analytics). Materialized views
are checked whether they are deleted, temporarily stored, or
stored in a more persistent way. Scheuermann et al. [51] and
later Shim et al. [52] define the profit that is achieved by
a materialization related to a query. However, none of these
approaches include cost that result from user workload or
even preferences of decision-makers in their models. For an
overview on materialized views see [53]. A formal model on
the view selection problem for data warehouses is presented
in [54]. However, user preferences are not included in the
model. [55] give a general framework for the view selection
problem for designing a DW, but also for the evolution of data
warehouses. For improving the design and integration of data
into the DW, a focus on the ETL process is for instance set
in [56].

Another important issue is updating materialized views in
ETL processes. Jörg and Deßloch [57] remark that scientific
examples and case studies are often far away from practice,
which we address in this paper with our case study. Fur-
thermore, incremental loading in the DW is comparable to
incremental updates of materialized views. Nevertheless, the
authors do not consider reasons for persistence within a DW.

VII. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

Persistent data in BDW systems require effort for main-
tenance among others. In order to avoid dispensable data
persistence, the need for such persistence has to be defined
by the purpose of the data. Therefore, we classify reasons for

persistence in such systems. Based on this, we come up to
decide whether to store data or not. For mandatory stored data,
this decision is clear. However, the need for essentially stored
data is more difficult to decide and goes beyond pure cost-
based comparisons of system data. We present an approach
that combines system data with user workload. Preferences of
decision-makers are also considered by including methods of
MCDA to be able to support decision-making. In our opinion,
this topic matters particularly with regard to the use of IMDB
in BDW systems.

Our future work will extend the model to evaluate further
scenarios, additional data cubes, including the definition of a
proper set of formulas. We also include report variants that
cannot be operated by a cube due to missing elements (cf.
Section IV) . Moreover, we want to perform extensive tests,
including further real-life data and additionally, apply and
evaluate our model to different DW architectures. Finally, a
support within the DW system as part of the optimization could
enhance the system in a semi-automatic way.
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